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Chevron
Beads
PART 1:
THE CLASSICAL FORM

By Gunnar Haag
s a beadmaker and collector, I am particularly pleased to introduce you to one of
my favorite kinds of beads. In the last two
decades, during my many trips to Berlin, Paris,
Amsterdam, Copenhagen, and especially Venice, I
had the opportunity to purchase some very beautiful and special Chevron beads for my burgeoning
collection. While there, I was able get in contact
with some famous beadmakers and glass masters
who not only are familiar with these techniques,
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but have also raised it to new heights. Some of the
examples included here have now become an integral part of my collection; others are still waiting
for a new owner in the showcases of my studio, or
to become part of a special necklace. Visitors are
always welcome; on my homepage (www.beadbox.de) you will find contact information as well as
a fine selection of my current work and preferred
collector's items.
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Four 6-layered and one 4-layered Chevron bead from left to right: hexagonal offset / drop shape in rare color combination / new barrel shape ground from an old cane / classic colors very long and very flat sanded / Applecore
Chevron, 2 layers presumably ground away.

The Chevron bead is certainly one of the most
important and impressive products from the large
family of drawn beads. In Italy they are called
“Perla Rosetta”, in English they are also known as
“Star beads”, and the African name of the Haussa
“Bakim-Mutum" refers to this bead as “the King
of Beads”, as they were reserved for kings and
tribesmen to wear as jewelry. The belief that these
beads are growing in the sands of the Sahara has
been maintained for a long time by traders. And
indeed, many of the old chevrons are still being
excavated in Africa. This is due, however, to the
fact that the decoration of the deceased was considered to be a sign of dignity and prosperity, and
as such, was buried with the individual only to be
found again in the sand generations later.
The first known Chevron beads probably originated in the 14th century in Venice. They usually
consisted from seven layers of differently colored
glasses, and the number of points varied between
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five and twenty-one. The ends had six roughly
ground facets, which made the inner pattern visible. Later generations had only three or five layers,
which is probably due to a simplification of the
manufacturing process, but may have been done
for economic reasons.
In the late 16th century, glass masters as well as
techniques and equipment for the production of
glass were "imported" to Amsterdam to a large
extent, and an emerging and very active bead
industry was founded. Findings from this period in
the canals of Amsterdam, as well as in the Dutch
overseas colonies, show a lively productiveness.
Jan Jansz Garel, owner of an Amsterdam glassworks and co-founder of the East India Trading
Company, gave the Englishman Henry Hudson a
huge number of beads, which the latter exchanged
with the Native American Indians for felts and
tobacco. According to legend, Manhattan was
bought for a handful of Chevron beads.
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Image from left to right: 6-layered drop shape / 4-layered free shape / 10-layered old drop shape / 4-layered transparent
free shape / 6-layered square drop shape.

the star pattern. This process is repeated three
times with the colors white, dark red, and white. Every time the gather is pressed into the mold, another blow in the pipe will preserve the hole (which, later in the process of pulling the cane, becomes the
bead hole), and, at the same time, helps to push
the soft glass into the edges of the star mold. Finally, with special care, a last layer of the name-giving
color is applied, in this case transparent cobalt blue.
This resulting roller is again very carefully formed,
and once more placed in the furnace.

In the sluggish economy of the 18th century, about
25 families of glassmakers joined together in Murano to establish the “Conterie”. During this period the
Chevron pattern, shown as a 12-pointed star with a
six-ply design, became the popular type we know
today. Of course, a number of variations have been
tried on this topic, especially in smaller companies,
and some of these beads which were not produced
for the main market, now earn high prices for collectors. Vittorio Constantini experimented a lot with
pale pastel colors and earth tones in the 1970s - a
nice example is the delicate "Applecore" chevron.
Other variations were made in the 1980s, among
others by Luigi Cattelan, who is still looking for old
Chevron canes to give them a new shape, as well
as Davide Salvadore, whose beautiful and stratified
Chevrons are “only” a part of his sculptures - but for
“aficionados” it is one of the most beautiful contemporary beads of Venice. More about this topic
in Part II (coming in a future issue of Soda Lime
Times).
Chevron beads are always produced in two steps.
The first step is the production of the chevron cane,
and in the second step it is divided into pieces to
become a bead.
First, a large lump of mostly white glass is taken out
of the harbor (furnace crucible) with a glassblower’s
pipe, and rolled on a steel plate to form a drum. Soft
blowings into the pipe form a hole inside the cylinder. Next it is dipped in dark blue transparent glass
and pressed into a 12-point optic mold to achieve
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Top row: Six new 6-layer
Left: Two pieces of Chevron cane - one aslant and
sawn through, and one chamfered; one large early 19th
century bead
Middle: Two large discs, in the upper is my very smallest Chevron bead
Right: 12 slices with variations of the cane, cross-sections from the 17th to 20th century
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This gather is attached on iron plates with wooden handles, or on steel bars with some molten glass,
where it adheres because of the heat. With these handles, the gather is then pulled out very uniformly
by two glass masters, extending it to up to 90 meters in length. The pulled canes are placed on beech
boards, and covered with ashes to cool down slowly, or, for smaller production runs, are cut in pieces
and put in an oven. The diameter of these canes determines the thickness of the later beads. By rotating the gather as it is pulled, "twisted" chevrons are formed with a spiral-shaped pattern. The air bubble
is also pulled into the length during this process, so literally a “glass tube with extra heavy walls” is
formed. After slow cooling, this "tube" is cut into smaller pieces for further processing, depending on the
desired length of the beads to be made.

The drawing of a (rather short) tube by two men as depicted in Harper´s in 1871 (Abbott 1871:353)

Smaller beads are then tumbled together with hot
sand or ceramic particles in the next step, thus
obtaining their curved shapes. Big beads, however, are formed by hand into their final shape
exclusively by masters on a saw, stone, diamond
wheels, and polishing belts, and new forms and
shapes are created with great imagination and
creativity.
This time-consuming process can take up to a
dozen different steps on various grinding machines, and coupled with love and great experience this beautiful piece of glass art is created,
which we know as the Chevron bead!

Neclace and all beads in the previous photos:
Collection Gunnar Haag, www.beadbox.de, all
pictures by the author
My sources and at the same time literature recommendation on the subject Chevron and beads:
Chevron and Nueva Cadiz Beads - Vol. VII Beads from the West African Trade by John and
Ruth Picard, 1993
Beads of the World by Peter Francis Jr., 1994
Collectible Beads by Robert K. Liu, 1995
All Beads of This World by Louis Sherr Dubin, 1988
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About the artist:
Gunnar Haag is a German bead artist who also has an online
eBay store called Farbglas-Werkzeug. He is an enthusiast for all
things in glass.
"Sometimes I find them in my dreams: graphic patterns or ornaments, special bead shapes or complete necklaces, new color combinations or even technical tricks - then I can hardly wait to get back to
the torch after waking up!
"It all started with my wedding: in search of an original gift for my
wife, I bought some beads on each of my trips. This not only made a wonderful necklace and a
successful surprise for her, but also infected me with the bead virus…
"I found literature, visited the Italian artisans in their workshops in Venice, and finally made an 'apprenticeship' over several weeks with a well-known beadmaker. It quickly became clear to me that
beadmaking is not only a fascinating art and craft, but also offers the possibility of developing an
own artistic form of expression. My work is dominated by clear, geometric forms and patterns, but
sometimes also playful landscapes and underwater worlds arise in the flame of the burner.
A special honor in 2006 was the request for a glass art gallery in Venice (Atmosfera Venezia), which
presented my “Meander” series there to a professional audience."
You can contact Gunnar via email at info@beadbox.de.
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2017 Classes
Where glass, play & inspiration meet.

Ne w !
Aja Va z

Heather Trimlett
Big-Hole Beads, Disks,
Twists and Polishing
April 30-May 1, 2017

Laura Bowker

Battuto Technique: A
form of glass engraving
May 2-3, 2017

Bead Retreat
Dolly Ahles Palmer
Inspirational Floral Beads
Inspirational Floral Beads

Astrid Riedel

Off Mandrel Hollows
Enamel Painting

Michael Mangiafico
Flameworking with Fig
Raising Cane
Arachnids
Aja Vaz Ne w !

Abstract Organics Intensive

Pati Walton
Cabochons
May 5-6, 2017

April 30-May 6, 2017

$950

June 15-16, 2017
June 17-18, 2017

$325
$325

Sept. 28-29, 2017
Sept. 30, 2017

$550
$265

Oct. 19-21, 2017
Oct 22-23, 2017
Oct 26-30, 2017

$660
$330
$825

Nov. 30 to Dec. 4, 2017

$875

Reserve your seat today!

the-melting-point.com 928.554.4754
1449 West State Route 89A, Suite 1, Sedona, Arizona 86336
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